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1. SUMMARY 

Development of the Fluoride Salt-Cooled High-Temperature Reactor (FHR) Demonstration Reactor (DR) is 
a necessary intermediate step to enable commercial FHR deployment through disruptive and rapid 
technology development and demonstration. The FHR DR will utilize known, mature technology to close 
remaining gaps to commercial viability. Lower risk technologies are included in the initial FHR DR design 
to ensure that the reactor can be built, licensed, and operated within an acceptable budget and schedule. 
These technologies include tristructural-isotropic (TRISO) particle fuel, replaceable core structural material, 
the use of that same material for the primary and intermediate loops, and tube-and-shell heat exchangers. 

The FHR is a class of molten salt reactors that uses fluoride salts as low pressure coolants to produce high-
temperature heat with high degrees of passive safety. The two main variants of molten salt reactors are solid-
fueled salt-cooled reactors and salt-fueled reactors. In recent years, Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), 
the University of California, Berkeley (UCB), and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) (among 
others) have developed salt-cooled FHR concepts denoted Advanced High Temperature Reactors (AHTR). 
The AHTR leverages proven TRISO particle fuel technology and the beneficial aspects of salt coolants.  

Several preconceptual and conceptual design efforts have been conducted on AHTR concepts, and the FHR 
DR is heavily influenced by them. Specific designs include the ORNL AHTR with 3400/1500 megawatts of 
thermal output (MWt) / megawatts of electric output (MWe) (Holcomb et al. 2011a), as well as a 125 MWt 
small modular AHTR (SmAHTR) from ORNL (Greene et al. 2010). Other important examples are the Mk1 
pebble bed FHR (PB-FHR) concept from UCB, the corresponding Mark 1 PB-FHR baseline commercial 
FHR platform, and an FHR test reactor design developed at MIT. The MIT FHR test reactor is based on a 
prismatic fuel platform and is directly relevant to the present FHR DR point design effort. These FHR 
concepts, some of which are shown in Fig. 1, are based on reasonable assumptions for a credible commercial 
prototype. The FHR also directly benefits from the operating experience of the Molten Salt Reactor 
Experiment (MSRE), as well as the detailed design efforts for a large molten salt reactor concept and its 
breeder variant, the Molten Salt Breeder Reactor.  

The FHR DR reactor concept is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Key features of the FHR DR concept are directly 
relevant and scalable to commercial applications. Examples include (1) the use of hexagonal fuel 
arrangements with TRISO fuel in a graphite matrix, (2) the ability to move and replace fuel structures within 
the core, and (3) active and passive Direct Reactor Auxiliary Cooling Systems (DRACS). Active safety 
systems accelerate licensing and deploying the FHR DR because adequate data do not exist to prove 
performance of passive salt-based heat removal safety systems for licensing purposes.  Active heat 
exchangers have also been proposed for heat removal during maintenance outages for integral FHRs such as 
the SmAHTR. The FHR DR will use active systems to enable licensing and operation. The FHR DR will 
then demonstrate passive safety system operation and generate the data needed for licensing and deployment 
of passively-safe commercial FHRs. 

Important capabilities that will be demonstrated by building and operating the FHR DR include core design 
methodologies; fabrication and operation of high temperature reactors; salt procurement, handling, 
maintenance, and ultimate disposal; salt chemistry control to maximize vessel life; tritium management; heat 
exchanger performance; pump performance; and reactivity control. The FHR DR is considered part of a 
broader set of FHR technology development and demonstration efforts, some of which are already 
underway. Nonreactor test efforts (e.g., heated salt loops or loops using simulant fluids) can demonstrate 
many technologies necessary for commercial deployment of FHRs. The FHR DR, however, fulfills a crucial 
role in FHR technology development by advancing the technological maturity and readiness level of the 
system as a whole. 
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This report provides an update on the development of the FHR DR. At this writing, the core neutronics and 
thermal hydraulics have been developed and analyzed. The mechanical design details are still under 
development and are described to their current level of fidelity. The construction timeline and cost estimation 
are in the early stages of development and are not described in this report. However, it is anticipated that the 
FHR DR can be operational within 10 years because of the use of low-risk, near-term technology options. 

 
Fig. 1. FHR DR demonstrates features of several promising FHR concepts. 
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Fig. 2. FHR DR vessel and core concept. 
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Fig. 3. Top view of the FHR DR concept. 

The FHR DR is a 100 MWt salt-cooled reactor that uses TRISO particle fuel within prismatic graphite 
blocks. FLiBe (2 7LiF - BeF2) is the primary coolant. However, the FHR DR is capable of testing other 
candidate salt coolants. The FHR DR is similar in many respects to the ORNL AHTR and SmAHTR 
concepts. The core resides in a pool of primary coolant salt within a cylindrical vessel of alloy 800 H lined 
with alloy N. Primary coolant flows into the vessel above the core, flows downward along the vessel wall 
into a lower plenum, and then it flows upward through the core. A core barrel separates the downcomer and 
core regions. The vessel is housed in a reactor silo and is covered with a removable top hatch. The primary 
heat transport system (PHTS) is a two-loop system with heat exchange to independent intermediate loops 
each carrying ~50 MWt to a common salt containment vessel. The baseline design of the FHR DR is coupled 
to an open-air Brayton power conversion system, which is also proposed for the Mk 1 pebble bed FHR 
concept.  
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2. OBJECTIVES AND MOTIVATION FOR CONCEPT SELECTION 

The FHR DR provides an environment to validate key features of FHRs before commercial deployment. It is 
a flexible facility where solutions can be tested to bridge remaining technology gaps. The FHR DR is 
designed to be an affordable, near-term system that can plausibly be operational within a decade. To meet 
that goal, lower risk technology identified from previous experimental and design efforts are incorporated 
into the design. However, the flexible facility also allows inclusion, demonstration, and qualification of other 
technologies being pursued for commercial development efforts.  

Technology gaps for FHRs include demonstration of a fuel form for a viable commercial plant (including the 
ability to efficiently install and remove a core), in-core structural material performance, and passive safety 
performance. Additional operational needs applicable to salt reactors include salt procurement, chemistry 
control, and tritium management of lithium- and beryllium-containing salts. More routine needs include 
demonstration of reliable pump and heat exchanger performance at temperatures of interest using relevant 
salt coolants. In addition, demonstration of control rod drive mechanisms will be an important aspect of the 
FHR DR. 

The operating paradigm for the FHR DR will resemble Shippingport, the historic light water reactor (LWR) 
test bed that demonstrated three completely different core designs within the same vessel. Similar flexibility 
in the FHR DR allows for testing of different fuel forms and cores as they become available. Multiple fuel 
forms were evaluated and deemed acceptable for neutronics and thermal hydraulics within the FHR DR core. 
Based on an assessment of technology readiness, the baseline fuel form selected for the FHR DR was TRISO 
fuel compacts within a prismatic graphite block. This was previously demonstrated in high-temperature gas-
cooled reactors.  

The FHR DR vessel shares flow characteristics with other FHR concepts, including a ringed distribution 
manifold to direct the cooler inlet primary coolant downward over the vessel’s inner surface to maintain the 
vessel at minimum coolant temperatures. A lower core support structure incorporates flow distribution plates 
to regulate flow from the lower vessel plenum upward through the core. Two isolated sections within the 
downcomer region on the inner vessel wall house independent heat exchangers to remove heat directly from 
the primary salt within the vessel in the event of a loss of flow accident. 

The FHR DR combines a pool reactor and a distributed looped system in which pumps and heat exchangers 
are separate and displaced from the reactor vessel and core. The distributed layout provides physically 
isolated locations for distinct technology demonstration activities and makes it easier to remove and replace 
tested hardware with improved technology as it becomes available. Heat exchangers transfer heat from the 
two primary loops to two intermediate heat transfer loops. Thus the heat transport system consists of two 
primary pumps, two primary-to-intermediate salt-to-salt heat exchangers, and two intermediate salt pumps. 
The salt from both intermediate loops is directed to a single insulated container.  

The FHR DR baseline design produces electricity but it can also demonstrate the ability of an FHR to supply 
low-pressure, high-temperature process heat directly to a chemical process. Heat from the intermediate salt 
can be shared among a number of uses depending on the desired configuration of the plant. This approach is 
based on concepts being developed in the Nuclear Hybrid Energy System (NHES) project as part of the US 
Department of Energy (DOE) Advanced Reactor Technology (ART) program (Bragg-Sitton, 2014). In this 
approach, heat is directed according to current environmental or economic conditions. Fig. 4 shows an 
example of the integration of a nuclear reactor as a heat source in a tightly coupled hybrid energy system, 
which includes renewable generation and a dedicated industrial customer. Alternatively, the entire thermal 
production of the FHR DR can be rejected to the environment through a cooling tower if desired.  
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Fig. 4. Nuclear renewable hybrid energy system (Bragg-Sitton, 2014). 

 

The FHR DR thermal power level is 100 MWt. This is representative of the power of DOE’s currently 
operating reactors, the HFIR at ORNL (85 MWt) and the ATR at INL (250 MWt). and is similar to the 
power level of the SmAHTR design (125 MWt).  This power level is sufficient for fuel irradiation and 
produces operational characteristics that are relevant to FHR commercial systems. It also represents power 
levels being considered for several small modular reactor (SMR) concepts. The material combinations in the 
FHR DR’s primary system are those currently considered to be most suitable for a near-term demonstration. 
They were chosen based on their increased maturity, availability, and for licensing considerations. Materials 
with less resistance to irradiation damage or corrosion can be considered for a demonstration reactor due to 
the planned shorter operational life. Using available materials allows the FHR DR to be operational sooner, 
which allows it to be available to test any number of commercially attractive materials earlier. 

2.1 TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT 

The FHR Technology Development and Demonstration Roadmap (Holcomb et al. 2013) identified several 
“remaining technology challenges and the research, development, and demonstration (RD&D) needed to 
address the challenges.” While some key FHR technologies could largely be developed and demonstrated 
using nonreactor experiments (e.g., lithium enrichment, fuel pebble handling for PB-FHR, and some salt 
handling issues), many technology development and demonstration gaps can only be addressed by 
successfully designing, licensing, building, and operating an FHR. These include design performance 
prediction, infrastructure and regulatory maturation, and development and demonstration of systems and 
components at capacities that can be confidently scaled to commercial deployment. Infrastructure and 
regulatory maturation goals include (1) developing and demonstrating a licensing path specifically for FHRs 
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and by extension for advanced (non-water–cooled) reactors in general, (2) providing validation data for 
computational modeling and simulation capabilities in areas including reactor analysis, safety performance 
and salt chemistry modeling, (3) demonstrating key fabrication techniques for FHR reactor components, and 
(4) developing a supply chain for FHR-specific components and materials, including fuels and salts. System 
and component technology goals include (1) developing and demonstrating FHR-specific instrumentation 
and control (I&C) systems (e.g., optically based instrumentation), (2) fuel demonstration and qualification, 
and (3) using refueling technologies needed to support commercial FHR operation. 

Other FHR technology priorities may be partially addressed without building a demonstration reactor, but 
building and operating an FHR DR would result in important demonstration benefits. These include tritium 
control, TRISO particle fuel qualification in FHR specific service conditions, salt chemistry control (e.g., 
redox control), salt cleanup (e.g., cleaning fission products and radiolytic compounds from the primary 
coolant), structural alloy development and qualification, continuous fiber composite development and 
qualification, and component development and qualification. Each of these technology needs could be 
developed to some degree without an FHR DR using facilities for separate effects tests (SETs) and integrated 
effects tests (IETs), but an operating FHR DR would enable focused and rapid technological maturation, 
prototypic deployment, and credible demonstration. 

TRISO fuel forms are the most promising option for FHRs in the near term, and they are the first fuel form 
to be demonstrated in the FHR DR. Several recent salt-cooled reactor concepts also rely on TRISO fuel 
particles in various graphite fuel forms. The UCB Mk1 concept uses fuel pebbles in a packed bed, the 
SmAHTR concept assumes TRISO particles in fuel planks, and the MIT FHR test reactor design uses 
prismatic fuel blocks similar to high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR) fuel. Although they were 
generally developed for lower operating power densities and higher operating temperatures, some TRISO 
fuel qualification irradiation conditions appear to be relevant to the anticipated conditions of the FHR DR 
TRISO fuel.  

Other fuel forms that may be considered for use in FHRs include the advanced fuel forms being considered 
for LWR enhanced accident tolerance in the DOE Office of Nuclear Energy Advanced Fuels Campaign. 
Advanced nitride and silicide composite fuel forms (U3Si2, UN-U3Si5, etc.) or fully ceramic micro-
encapsulated (FCM) fuel with UN-based fuel kernels could be coupled with SiC-SiC cladding or 
molybdenum-based cladding in a commercial FHR. These advanced fuel forms could potentially enhance 
natural uranium resource utilization, reduce fuel cycle costs, and enable operation with enrichment levels 
less than 5%. The ability to test and demonstrate these new fuel concepts in the FHR DR is a key feature of 
its design. 

FHR concepts may benefit from advanced nonmetal materials that form some of the plant’s lifetime 
structural components, but these materials are not yet qualified for use in reactors. The FHR DR approach to 
accommodate near-term deployment is borrowed from the UCB Mk1 concept of making critical core 
structures removable and replaceable along with used fuel. The reactor vessel is designed with a bolted core 
structure interface to allow new and potentially different core structures to be operated within the same 
facility.  

FHR technology demonstration needs include the ability to procure, handle, and maintain the required salts; 
install the necessary heat exchange and pumping equipment; and maintain components and systems after 
operation. These objectives would be accomplished using remote maintenance equipment and automated 
processes to the extent possible. Tritium management is also a key challenge with FHRs, and multiple 
solutions to this issue will be tested in the FHR DR facility. Tritium management approaches under 
consideration include gettering with out-of-core packed spherical beds, sweep gas in a double-walled heat 
exchanger, and diffusion barriers.  Combinations of different technologies may ultimately be required. 
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3. POINT DESIGN DESCRIPTION 

3.1 REACTOR FUEL FORM AND CONFIGURATION 

The FHR DR uses prismatic block-type fuel with integral fuel compacts and coolant channels as its base fuel 
form. The fuel is a typical next generation nuclear plant (NGNP) particle geometry with 15.5% UC0.5O1.5 
TRISO kernels with packing fractions of 0.35 within compacts. Selection of prismatic block-type fuel was 
motivated by the manufacturability of the prismatic fuel for HTGRs. The recent experience in the Advanced 
Gas Reactor (AGR) fuel irradiation program is another reason for this selection. Prismatic block fuel 
provides significant flexibility in enrichment zoning, fuel-coolant-moderator ratio, coolant distribution, and 
other core design parameters. The cycle length of the FHR DR core is estimated at 12–18 months, with the 
following characteristics: 

• prismatic block construction with an assembly pitch of 46 cm, 
• 18 fueled positions, 
• 180 fuel compacts and 109 coolant channels per fueled position, 
• core height of 350 cm with a fueled height of 261 cm,  
• core diameter of 324 cm with a fueled diameter of 231 cm, and 
• 100 MW thermal power. 

The completed core consists of 18 fueled hexagonal positions surrounded by 18 full-sized unfueled 
positions, as shown in Fig. 5. A full-sized central hexagonal position is reserved for irradiation and 
instrumentation services. Partial sections fill in the outer edges to complete the circle, which limits bypass 
flow between the core and the structure that restrains the core and forms the downcomer region within the 
vessel.  

The baseline prismatic block fuel has the same hexagonal flat-to-flat distance as the reference plank fuel 
assembly for SmAHTR and AHTR concepts. Therefore, the FHR DR core could later be exchanged for a 
similar plank-fueled core. Other proposed FHR fuel forms include uranium oxide, carbide, or nitride fuel 
pellets with an advanced cladding (SiC-SiC or molybdenum-based), fuel particles in cylindrical fuel 
compacts within prismatic graphite blocks, stringer fuel designs where particle fuel compacts are directly 
cooled by salt, fuel particles in graphite pebbles, and fuel particles in ceramic planks. AREVA NP Inc. 
(2007) previously investigated the potential for oxide pellet fuel forms in various fuel cycle missions within 
FHRs (e.g. burning of mixed-oxide fuel). The FHR DR has the capability to test any of these fuel forms 
prototypically (full height/power density) within the central unfueled hexagonal position. These capabilities 
include operation of lead test assemblies with instrumentation. The pebble fuel form would be tested within a 
fixed pebble bed in the central location, but pebble handling would be demonstrated in other facilities.  

In addition to the central test location, fully instrumented irradiation locations in nonfuel blocks near the 
perimeter of the core allow for material specimen irradiations within instrumented and temperature 
controlled capsule assemblies. 

For shutdown margin and additional reactivity control, the FHR DR uses molybdenum-hafnium-carbide 
(MHC) control rods. Commercially available MHC features high density, strength, and corrosion resistance 
which are the primary reasons it was selected as the baseline reactivity control material. Boron carbide (B4C) 
is also under consideration for the final design, as it is a strong neutron absorber also compatible with high 
temperatures. However, the low density of B4C requires it to be weighted with an additional dense material 
(e.g., tungsten carbide). Control rods are inserted into the core using mechanisms mounted to a removable 
central top plug on the vessel’s top hatch. The rods are detachable from the control drive mechanisms and 
sink into the primary coolant when detached.  
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Access to perimeter instrumentation and irradiation locations is through openings on the outer ring of the 
vessel’s top hatch. The instrumentation equipment is contained in cylindrical primary boundary containment 
housings that extend from the top hatch to the bottom of the reactor core. They can be removed and stored to 
facilitate core shuffling and refueling. Fig. 5 shows the location of control rods (red) and representative 
locations for instrumentation and irradiation holes (blue) within the core. The numbers and locations of the 
instrumentation and irradiation positions are selectable and reconfigurable.  

 
Fig. 5. Radial core layout of the neutronic model. 

Three blocks—an upper unfueled section, a fueled central section, and a lower unfueled section—are 
structurally connected using tie rods to form a single hexagonal stack that spans the height of the core. Each 
block assembly is positioned by a lower core support plate attached to an internal support flange within the 
vessel. Fuel block assemblies are outfitted with lifting and locating hardware to allow for placement on the 
lower core support plate and for positioning and stabilization within the core. An orifice plate (Fig. 6) adds 
weight to the bottom of each block assembly to ensure that the assembly sinks.  The plates intersect with the 
lower core support structure in a self-aligning manner and the tie rods allow the block to lock into the 
support structure. The plates regulate flow within specific coolant channels.  

Rotatable, spring-loaded rods with cleats at the base pass through fuel blocks and are extended below the 
lower core structure plate to engage and lock block assemblies into position. Fuel block assemblies are also 
constrained by an upper plate. The upper plates of each block move independently to accommodate unique 
thermal expansion and/or dimensional changes experienced by individual blocks within the core.  
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Fig. 6. View of a lower support plate of a fuel block assembly. 

To control excess reactivity at the beginning of a cycle, each fueled assembly includes six burnable absorber 
rods located on the corners of the fuel region. These rods also reduce temperatures along the edges of the 
fueled regions, where the ratio of cooling to fuel channels is reduced. Absorber rods are composed of 
graphite with small weight fractions (< 2%) of natural B4C as a neutron absorber material similar to those 
used in HTGRs. The distribution of coolant and fuel channels within a hexagonal block is shown in Fig. 7. 
The current best estimate of the peak fuel temperature under worst-case conditions (within the graphite 
matrix as opposed to within a kernel) is ~1200°C. 

 
Fig. 7. Distribution of coolant and fueled channels within a FHR DR prismatic block. 
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3.2 REACTOR PHYSICS OF AN EXAMPLE CORE CONFIGURATION 

A variety of previous FHR concepts have featured acceptable core design parameters (Greene et al. 2010; 
Holcomb et al. 2011a; Holcomb et al. 2011b; Varma et al. 2012; Andreades et al. 2014; Forsberg et al. 
2014a; Forsberg et al. 2014b). The current FHR DR core design effort is intended to ensure a workable 
system with sufficient detail to provide data for the program evaluation criteria and metrics. The current 
configuration is not considered the final point design, but it is an acceptable baseline core arrangement for 
further FHR DR development. Many core arrangements are possible, and flexibility in core configuration is 
a key feature of the concept. The current configuration is a single-batch fuel management scheme, but the 
planned approach for the equilibrium cycle operation of the FHR DR may be a multiple batch scheme. In 
comparison to the single-batch case the application of a multiple batch scheme decreases cycle length, but 
increases fuel residence time and discharge burn-up so that the operation may be more representative of 
commercial application. 

The reactivity coefficients of the FHR DR are a key inherent safety feature of the reactor system. The fuel 
temperature coefficient and moderator temperature coefficient are both negative. The void coefficient is 
negative or negligible throughout the cycle. Present analysis indicates that the reactor could exhibit 
acceptable shutdown margin with either MHC or B4C control materials. It is significant to note that the FHR 
DR is a low-pressure system, and FLiBe boils at approximately 1430oC. Therefore, a credible pathway to 
complete voiding is highly unlikely. The single-batch core keff and the reactivity worth of complete voiding 
of the core are shown in Fig. 8 for an example configuration with 15.5% enriched uranium oxycarbide 
(UCO) kernels and a 0.35 packing fraction.  

The current core configuration assumes nickel-plated alloy 800H tie rods for fuel element structural 
materials. Alloy 800H is a near-term option that features excellent high temperature strength, but it has 
relatively high parasitic neutron absorption due to nickel and iron content. If C-C composites or SiC 
structural tie rods are possible, significantly longer single-batch cycle lengths are achievable. The peak fast 
neutron fluence (>0.18 MeV) expected in the TRISO fuel kernels is 3.5 × 1021 n/cm2. The maximum thermal 
flux achievable in the central thimble is on the order of 3 × 1014 n/cm2-s, although this varies with fuel 
packing fraction and enrichment, core loading, and fuel assembly tie rod material. 

 
Fig. 8. Single-batch core keff and complete void worth for an example core configuration. 

Thermal flux and power distribution contour plots at the central midplane of the core are shown in Fig. 9. 
This example core configuration has been optimized for reactivity control using burnable poison. The 
burnable poisons used in this example configuration are based on the absorber design used in the Fort St. 
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Vrain gas-cooled reactor. There are two types of flux depressions seen in Fig. 9: those resulting from the 
burnable absorber and those caused by the alloy 800H structural tie rods. Burnout of the burnable absorber 
from the beginning-of-cycle (BOC) to end-of-cycle (EOC) can be observed from the two plots. 

Fig. 9. Thermal neutron flux contours (blue shades) in the FHR DR at BOC (left) and EOC (right). 

Key reactor design parameters of the current FHR DR configuration are shown in Table 1.  

Table 1. Key reactor parameters 

Parameter Unit Value 
Reactor thermal power MWt 100 
Targeted net thermal efficiency of derived 
commercial application 

% 42 – 45 

Primary coolant   27LiF-BeF2 
Lithium-7 enrichment level (initial) % 99.995 
Fuel type  UC0.5O1.5 coated particle 
Fuel packing  % 30 - 40 
235U enrichment level % 15.5 (baseline) 
Reflector material  Graphite 
Reactor vessel internals material  Alloy 800 H lined w/alloy N 
Core structural material  C-C composite 
Control blade material  MHC alloy 
Primary coolant flow rate kg/s ~1000 
Number of primary loops  2 
Refueling interval Months 12–18  
Fuel format  Prismatic block with coolant channels 

and fuel compacts 
Mixed mean core outlet temperature °C 700 
Core inlet temperature °C 660 
Number of fuel assemblies  18 fueled (baseline core, configuration 

is flexible) 
Vessel material   Alloy 800 H lined w/Alloy N 
Core fueled height m 2.61 
Core pressure drop for normal operation atm 0.6 
 

Several options are being considered for a diverse secondary shutdown system as required in the generic 
design criteria. A summary of the options under consideration from Greene et al. (2010) include (1) 
redundant and diverse control rod systems, (2) an absorber injection system, (3) absorber balls or pellets, and 

Burnable absorber 

Structural tie rod 
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(4) expansion modules. The baseline configuration for the FHR DR is expected to be an absorber injection 
system, but various secondary shutdown systems could be demonstrated in the FHR DR.  

3.3 THERMAL-HYDRAULIC CALCULATIONS 

Two codes were used to perform FHR DR thermal-hydraulic (TH) design calculations: COMSOL 
(COMSOL Code 2015) and RELAP5-3D (RELAP5-5D Code Development Team 2014). The COMSOL 
code was used to calculate fuel and graphite temperatures in one assembly, and the RELAP5-3D code was 
used to perform overall system calculations. Different designs were investigated, and several iterations 
between the neutronics and the TH designs occurred until the current core design was selected.  

COMSOL Calculations  

The COMSOL model for one fuel block assembly of the proposed core is shown in Fig. 10. This model is for 
an average assembly, using average values for (1) the volumetric heat generation rate in the fuel compacts 
(96.7 × 106 W/m3), (2) the coolant temperature (680°C), which is the average of the inlet (660°C) and the 
outlet (700°C) temperatures, and (3) the heat transfer coefficient in the coolant channels (~8,300 W/m2/°C). 
No heat is assumed to be generated in the graphite; all the heat is assumed to be generated in the fuel 
compacts. This is a conservative modeling approach to predict high fuel temperatures. All the fuel compacts 
in the assembly are assumed to have the same heat generation rate with no variations. The graphite block 
sides are assumed to be adiabatic and any bypass flow is ignored. The model has 109 coolant holes and 180 
fuel compacts. The calculated compact-averaged fuel temperatures vary between 936°C at the edges and 
973°C at the center of the graphite fuel block—a temperature difference of 37°C-and an average fuel 
temperature of 954°C. The calculated graphite temperature at the edges is 714°C. Fig. 10, Fig. 11, and Fig. 
12 show the calculated temperatures in the fuel block. 

 
Fig. 10. COMSOL model and calculated temperatures in an average fuel block. 
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Fig. 11. Calculated temperatures in an average fuel block. 

 
Fig. 12. Calculated temperatures in the fuel and in the graphite - 1/6 section. 
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Calculations for the maximum possible fuel temperatures were also completed using very conservative input 
values. For this case, the heat generation rate in the fuel was multiplied by the radial and axial peaking 
factors (1.33 × 1.28 = 1.7024 or 70.2% higher than the average value); the maximum coolant temperature 
was used (700°C at the exit), together with a low heat transfer coefficient (~8000 W/m2/°C). No heat was 
assumed to be generated in the graphite. The maximum calculated temperature is 1,195°C, and the minimum 
calculated temperature is 1,133°C, resulting in a calculated temperature difference of 62°C. Calculated 
temperatures for this case and for the average case are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2. Calculated temperatures (°C ) in one assembly 

CASE 

 Volumetric heat 
generation rate 
in fuel compacts 

(W/m3 × 106) 

Coolant Graphite Fuel 
Maximum 

Fuel 
Minimum Δ Fuel 

Average 

Average  96.7 680 714  973 936 37 954 
Maximum 164.6 700 755 1195 1133 62 ---- 

 

The COMSOL calculations show that the fuel temperature differences in one assembly are moderate (<62°C 
maximum and only 37°C for an average assembly) and that the maximum calculated fuel temperature is 
under 1,200°C using conservative input values that cannot occur simultaneously. Actual maximum fuel 
temperatures will be lower than this value under normal operating conditions. 

RELAP5-3D Calculations 

Several RELAP5-3D models were prepared to investigate different components of the system. Some models 
were prepared for the vessel only including the inlet and outlet lines and the pumps. Other models were 
prepared for the heat exchangers, and another set of models was prepared for the complete system. Fig. 13 
shows the nodalization of the complete system with the two primary and two secondary heat transfer loops. 
The design is similar to a previous design, the SmAHTR (Carbajo 2010; Greene 2010), with 3 loops, 3 
DRACS, and a power of 125 MWt. The demonstration reactor has 2 loops, 2 DRACS, and a power of 100 
MWt. The SmAHTR is an integral reactor, while the demonstration reactor is not. Because of the 
similarities, the FHR DR RELAP5-3D models were derived from the RELAP5-3D models of the SmAHTR 
concept. 
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Fig. 13. RELAP5-3D nodalization employed for the complete reactor system. 

The primary system employs FLiBe as the coolant, and the intermediate system and the two DRACS loops 
employ FLiNaK (47 mol% LiF, 11 mol% NaF, and 42 mol% KF) as the coolant. The primary system 
includes the lower plenum, four core channels, the upper plenum, piping, two pumps, and two heat 
exchangers. The upper plenum is connected to a volume containing argon at atmospheric pressure. This 
volume controls the pressure in the system. The core is modeled with four hydraulic channels. Each pipe 
consists of 10 axial nodes. The first and the last nodes are in contact with the bottom and upper reflector of 
the core. The central 8 nodes are in contact with the fueled part of the core. The first pipe models the central 
graphite block and consists of 9 cooling channels. The second pipe models the first ring of 6 fuel assemblies 
with a total of (6 × 109) 654 cooling channels. The third pipe models the second ring with 12 fuel assemblies 
and a total of (12 × 109) 1308 cooling channels. The fourth pipe models the graphite reflector and has a total 
of 187 cooling channels. The diameter of one cooling channel is 1.2 cm. Although no heat is assumed to be 
generated in the graphite, cooling channels have been provided in the graphite blocks. The total number of 
cooling channels in the fuel assemblies is (18 × 109) 1,962, and 196 cooling channels (~10% of the fuel 
assembly channels) are provided to the unfueled graphite blocks, with 9 channels in the central block and 
187 channels in the reflector blocks at the core periphery. These coolant channels are provided in 
anticipation of heat generated in the unfueled graphite blocks and to prevent overpredicting flow in the other 
channels. 

The fuel is modeled as cylindrical structures 1.247 cm in diameter surrounded by a graphite annulus that is 
0.6236 cm thick. The graphite annulus is in contact with the cooling channels. The fuel is modeled with 8 
axial nodes, 32.7 cm high each. One assembly block, which is 65.3 cm high, is modeled with two axial 
nodes. Additional structures are employed to model the remaining graphite in the assemblies and the graphite 
blocks without fuel. Heat is generated in the fuel only, and the power is applied in the axial direction 
following a heat generation curve from the neutronic calculation with a power peak of 1.27.  
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The pipes employed in the loops are 0.254 m inner diameter (ID) (10 in. ID). There are two intermediate 
loops, one for each heat exchanger. There are also two DRACSs, one passive and one active. The heat 
removal capacity of the passive DRACS is between 0.5% and 0.7% of the total reactor power (0.5–0.7 MW). 
The heat removal capacity of the active DRACS is still under investigation but is expected to range from 1% 
to 2% of the total reactor power. Two (2) MW is thought to be higher than necessary, but it would provide 
some safety margin. The passive DRACS has a cooling loop with a heat exchanger inside the downcomer 
and another heat exchanger inside an outdoor cooling tower cooled by air. Both the FLiNaK coolant inside 
the loop and the air in the cooling tower are circulated by natural convection in the passive system. 

The active DRACS has a heat exchanger inside the downcomer and another heat exchanger outside the 
reactor. The FLiNaK coolant is circulated in this DRACS by an electric pump (active system). This active 
DRACS system has a higher heat removal capacity than the passive DRACS because the pump can circulate 
more coolant inside the DRACS loop. The active system pump is operated by a battery system and backup 
generating system in the event of a loss of plant power.  The use of an active DRACS allows the FHR DR to 
more directly receive regulatory approval and the FHR DR will become a test bed for testing the passive 
system. 

The RELAP5-3D model illustrated in Fig. 12 does not have either the passive or active DRACS 
incorporated. In this model, each primary pump provides a flow of 524 kg/s (1048 kg/s total) and results in a 
pressure drop through the core of 60 kPa. The maximum calculated temperature of the fuel under steady state 
conditions at full power is ~900°C. (The RELAP5-3D model is a simplified model, so the temperatures 
calculated by the COMSOL models are different.) The calculated coolant velocity in the fuel coolant 
channels is ~2.22 m/s. 

When the DRACSs are incorporated into the model, two heat exchangers (one for each DRACS) at the top 
of the downcomer and two flow paths connecting the downcomer and the upper plenum are also 
incorporated. These flow paths allow for natural convection flow to be circulated from the upper plenum to 
the downcomer (and to the lower plenum and into the core) when the system pumps are not operating. 
During normal operation with the pumps on, some flow from the downcomer will be diverted to the upper 
plenum; a penalty to pay for having DRACSs. A diode valve is installed in these flow paths with a high 
resistance for the flow from the downcomer to the upper plenum and with a low resistance for the flow in the 
opposite direction. The diode valves minimize these parasitic flows during normal operation and allow for 
the natural convection flows when the pumps are not operating. The passive DRACS has an estimated power 
loss of ~0.2 MW during normal operation, as flow is continuously circulated in this loop. The active DRACS 
is assumed to have no power losses during normal operation, as the pump of this loop is not activated. 
However, both DRACSs have flow losses from the downcomer to the upper plenum, as both DRACSs have 
some flows connecting these volumes.  The amount is dependent upon the effectiveness of the diode valves. 

For the assumed diode valve performance, during steady state operation with the DRACS incorporated, 
RELAP5 calculated parasitic flows of 9.3 kg/s from the downcomer to the upper plenum (1.8% of the pump 
flow of 524 kg/s) for each DRACS. Since the flow through the core is reduced by 9.3 × 2 = 18.6 kg/s from 
the model without DRACS, the pressure drop through the core is reduced to 58.8 kPa.  

A loss of forced flow (LOFF) with scram transient calculation was performed to evaluate the effectiveness of 
the passive DRACS. The system is operating at the full 100 MWt power at 150 s when the reactor scrams 
and the pumps are turned off. The pumps reach zero flow in ~40 s, and the reactor power is reduced to decay 
heat levels within ~2 s. With the active DRACS not operating, the passive DRACS removes ~0.7% of the 
initial power (0.7 MW). Fig. 14 shows the calculated temperatures at the exit of the core and at the upper 
plenum. Maximum coolant temperature is ~770°C, and both temperatures decrease after ~35,000 s. Fig. 15 
shows the calculated flows through the DRACS. The flows reverse from -9.2 kg/s before the transient (with 
the pumps on) to 2.2 kg/s in the passive DRACS and near zero in the active DRACS which is not operating. 
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If the active DRACS is operating and removing 1-2 MW of decay heat, lower coolant temperatures will 
result. 

The system response to a LOFF without the use of the active DRACS is relatively benign, with peak salt 
temperatures staying below 770°C and peak fuel temperature staying below 950°C. The transient is slow to 
evolve, allowing substantial time to restore forced circulation. If forced circulation is not restored, the system 
steadily cools over a period of many days.   

In general, the temperature response of the system to a LOFF is very similar to that previously analyzed for 
the SmAHTR (Carbajo et al. 2010). These results indicate that the demonstration reactor would be able to 
prove the efficacy of the DRACS, which is a key safety feature in a number of the proposed FHR designs. 
Future transient calculations are planned with transients with point kinetics or nodal kinetics to investigate 
the neutronics/TH feedback. 

 

 
Fig. 14. RELAP5-3D calculated coolant temperatures after a LOFF with use of the passive DRACS. 
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Fig. 15. RELAP5-3D calculated flows through the two DRACS (passive and active). 

3.4 PRIMARY SYSTEM SALT COOLANT AND TRITIUM MANAGEMENT 

Fig. 16 shows the FHR DR core and vessel. The reactor core is located within a pool of primary coolant 
under forced flow. Within the vessel, a core barrel constrains the core and forms a downcomer region along 
the inner surface of the vessel wall. The core barrel prevents mixing and reduces heat transfer between the 
cooler incoming primary coolant and the hotter coolant exiting the top of the core. The nominal thermal 
power of the FHR DR is 100 MWt, and the temperature increase across the core is 40°C. The maximum 
mixed mean reactor coolant outlet temperature is 700°C. An upper limit of 700°C can be reasonably assumed 
for either alloy 800H and alloy N (Ren et al. 2011). These alloys are the materials of the reactor vessel, as 
well as the primary and intermediate heat transfer systems.  
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Fig. 16. Elevation view of the FHR DR showing the reactor core within the vessel. 

FLiBe features relatively attractive coolant properties and is also a neutron moderator. This combination 
results in coolant temperature and void coefficients that are either negative or negligible, which makes it the 
coolant of choice for many commercial concepts. A challenge with FLiBe coolant is the production of 
tritium (3H), a radioactive isotope of hydrogen. An economically attractive and technically viable tritium 
management solution is necessary for the commercial deployment of FHRs, and a vital role of the FHR DR 
is to enable in-situ technology readiness level (TRL) advancement of tritium management technologies. 
Tritium is produced largely due to radioactive transmutation of 6Li, which can itself be produced through 
beryllium transmutation. The tritium production rate is highest when the concentration of 6Li is highest and 
initial and equilibrium tritium production rates in an FHR are therefore different. Whether the higher rates 
occur at equilibrium or during initial operation depends on the initial enrichment of 7Li.   

One potential FHR DR tritium management technology is derived from MIT, its partners at UCB, and the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison. The approach is to getter tritium using a packed bed of spheres within the 
primary system outside the reactor core. A fraction of the spheres is periodically removed and heated to drive 
off the gettered tritium. In the FHR DR, all coolant that leaves the core enters one of two tritium 
management test locations that house the packed beds. The testing stations are located in each primary 
coolant hot leg between the vessel outlet and the primary-to-intermediate heat exchangers. The packed bed 
serves as a test bed for various gettering materials, including low cost non-nuclear–grade graphite. The 
ability to use non-nuclear–grade graphite is one potential advantage of having the tritium removal system 
external to the core. However, many uncertainties remain about this technology, and it requires further 
investigation. Another near-term tritium management technology option is to use a double walled primary-
to-intermediate heat exchanger with an interstitial sweep gas and possibly with an interstitial getter. It is not 
yet clear which tritium management solution would perform best or be the most attractive in a large FHR. 
However, both the packed bed of gettering spheres and the double walled heat exchanger with a sweep gas 
are credible approaches that could be implemented as baseline tritium management solutions in the FHR DR. 
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The FHR DR will be able to assess and demonstrate—on a reactor scale—the synergistic effects of multiple 
tritium management and coolant chemistry control solutions. These solutions have various levels of maturity, 
but some of the most promising options have lower technology readiness. Building and operating the FHR 
DR is an important step to maturing and demonstrating these important technologies. 

3.5 REACTOR VESSEL 

A top view of the FHR DR vessel and core is shown in Fig. 17. It shows the top of the reactor core and the 
locations of control rods and instrumentation ports, the core barrel defining the downcomer region, and the 
DRACS heat exchangers in isolated sections of the downcomer. A refueling lobe extends off of one side of 
the vessel, but it is not shown in this view.  Incorporating design features common to the AHTR, SmAHTR, 
and the Mk1 concepts, the thin-walled vessel is suspended by a flange within a reactor silo. To keep the 
vessel wall temperature low, the primary coolant enters the reactor vessel through downcomer sections 
(defined by a core barrel) that direct the cold-leg coolant flow down to a lower plenum. The coolant flows up 
from the lower plenum to cool the fuel and core support structure.  

Primary coolant enters the vessel at two inlet ports and is withdrawn from two outlet ports. Between the two 
downward flowing downcomer regions, two smaller sections house the DRACS heat exchangers. The salt 
coolant inside the DRACS heat exchangers is independent and isolated from the reactor primary coolant. 
One DRACS heat exchanger is part of an active safety system to remove decay heat from the system during 
LOFF or loss-of-offsite-power (LOOP) events. The other is part of a passive DRACS. A removable top 
hatch covers the vessel. Within the central portion of the top hatch, a smaller removable hatch houses the 
control drive mechanisms. The control drive systems can be readily adapted from other high temperature 
reactor development activities and are not the focus of the FHR DR design effort.  

Removal of the smaller hatch, including the control drive mechanisms, allows for the insertion of a fuel 
manipulator for maneuvering of fuel within the vessel. The full top hatch can be completely removed for 
more extensive in-vessel modifications, including complete core exchange. New removable top hatch 
designs can be installed to facilitate new core designs or to allow access to new operating features such as 
flux traps or irradiation locations within the unfueled central or peripheral positions.  
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Fig. 17. Top view of the FHR DR core and vessel. 

3.6 HEAT TRANSPORT CONFIGURATION AND LAYOUT 

The heat transport systems consist of four salt pumps, two primary-to-intermediate salt-to-salt heat 
exchangers and the associated primary and intermediate loop piping. Tritium management experiment 
stations are located between the reactor vessel and the primary-to-intermediate heat exchangers. Features of 
the PHTS are listed in Table 3. The FHR DR uses alloy 800 H lined with alloy N as structural materials for 
the primary and intermediate loops. The primary-to-intermediate heat exchangers are made from the same 
material combination. The use of similar materials throughout the system avoids the additional cost, 
complexity and uncertainty of developing and operating high temperature dissimilar metal heat transfer 
systems. The FHR DR incorporates tube-and-shell salt-to-salt heat exchangers because it is a relatively low-
risk technology. Tube-and-shell technology also allows for a swept interstitial region to be incorporated 
between the salts in a double-walled heat exchanger to limit tritium migration from the primary system to the 
intermediate system.  
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Table 3. PHTS 

Parameter Unit Value 
Reactor thermal power MWt 100 
Targeted net thermal efficiency of derived commercial 
application 

% 45.0 

Primary coolant (Phase II)  27LiF-BeF2 

Lithium-7 enrichment level % 99.995 
Fuel type  UC0.5O1.5 coated particle 
235U enrichment level % 15.5 (baseline) 
Reflector material  Graphite 
Reactor vessel internals material  Alloy N 
Core structural material  C-C composite 
Control blade material  MHC alloy 
Primary coolant flow rate kg/s ~1000 
Number of primary loops  2 
Refueling interval Months 12 - 18 
Fuel format  Prismatic block with coolant 

channels and fuel compacts 
Mixed mean core outlet temperature °C 700 
Core inlet temperature °C 660 
Number of fuel assemblies  18 fueled (baseline core, 

configuration is flexible) 
Maximum fuel temperature (average assembly) °C 973 
Vessel material (Phase I/Phase II)  Alloy N 
Core fueled height m 2.61 
Core pressure drop for normal operation atm 0.6 

 

Consistent with the ORNL AHTR and SmAHTR concepts, the baseline salt for the intermediate heat transfer 
loop is FLiNaK, which was chosen as a compromise among heat transfer performance, melting temperature, 
handling issues, and cost. FLiNaK is also used in the DRACS for similar reasons, as well as the desire to 
limit the number of salt compositions used at the facility. The features of the intermediate heat transport 
system are listed in Table 4. 

Table 4. Intermediate heat transport system 

Parameter Unit Value 
Thermal power MWt 95 
Intermediate coolant  FLiNaK 
Coolant flow rate Kg/s ~1000 
Power cycle fluid  air 

3.7 REACTOR SILO 

The FHR DR reactor vessel is housed in a reactor silo similar to the AHTR reactor silo shown in Fig. 18; the 
FHR DR silo and reactor buildings are still under development. The silo is the central feature of the FHR DR 
reactor building. It provides support and protection for the reactor vessel and serves critical operational and 
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safety functions. The melting point of the primary coolant is ~459°C. To minimize the energy required to 
maintain melt temperatures, the vessel is surrounded by heaters and insulation and is thermally isolated from 
the surrounding concrete by a dry inert gas-filled gap as shown in Fig. 19. The silo is lined with stainless 
steel, which serves as the secondary containment for primary salt if the vessel leaks. 

 

 
Fig. 18. View of primary system piping within the AHTR reactor building  

(a similar approach is being pursued with the FHR DR). 
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Fig. 19. Notional arrangement of the reactor vessel  

and thermal blanket within a reactor silo. 

Additional resistance heaters warm ex-vessel structural components, and coolant pumps add heat directly to 
the salts when the reactor is not operating. Salt flow distributes heat throughout the system. The vessel and 
heat transport systems must be protected if electrical power to the plant is lost. This is accomplished with 
auxiliary electrical generating equipment to cover short periods without grid power, and failsafe shutdown 
designs and methods are used for extended outages. 

4. REACTOR BUILDING AND AUXILIARY REACTOR SYSTEMS 

The reactor building houses the balance of the primary system one floor level below the reactor bay floor. 
The primary-to-intermediate heat exchangers, tritium experimental areas, and primary coolant pumps are 
housed on this lower level. Reactor fuel is staged on the main floor of the reactor building, and spent fuel is 
stored in an isolated salt tank away from the vessel.  

The top hatch plug and the control drive mechanisms are removed and stored in the bay during fueling 
operations. A crane-hoisted fuel transport cask is used to move fuel block assemblies within the reactor 
building. Fresh fuel block assemblies are stored in criticality control areas on the bay floor. Fuel is inserted 
into and removed from the vessel through the refueling lobe, and the fuel manipulator moves fuel between 
the lobe and the core.  
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The fuel transport cask positions fuel blocks over openings in the top of the refueling lobe. Fresh fuel blocks 
are lowered into empty cylindrical positions within a rotating carousel in the lobe. The carousel has vertical 
openings large enough to pass fuel blocks from the lobe into the vessel. During operation, the carousel is 
rotated to place a solid surface toward the core to complete the surface of the core barrel. This isolates fuel in 
the lobe from fuel in the core and allows, but limits, primary salt mixing between the lobe and the vessel.  

To remove spent fuel, the carousel is rotated to expose an empty location to the vessel. The fuel manipulator 
moves spent fuel into the carousel, which is then rotated to actively capture the fuel and isolate it from the 
vessel and core. Rotating the carousel further exposes a location filled with a fresh fuel block, and the fuel 
manipulator places the block in the correct core location. The fuel transport cask is maneuvered over the 
refueling lobe, and a single spent fuel block is pulled into the cask. Once secured, the spent fuel is moved 
over and lowered into an isolated salt storage vault on the reactor bay floor until it can be removed to semi-
permanent dry storage at the reactor site. The fuel removal system from the AHTR design is shown in Fig. 
20. 

 
Fig. 20. Used fuel removal system. 

Piping passes out of the reactor primary system areas where radiation is higher and into an adjacent area 
which houses the balance of the intermediate heat transport system and heat use equipment, as seen in Fig. 
21. The waste heat rejection system is outside of the heat handling area. Heated intermediate salt is deposited 
into an insulated storage vessel. It is possible to withdraw energy from this salt vessel and use it in a number 
of ways. High temperature forced-air heat exchangers to drive open-air Brayton cycle power systems are the 
reference baseline for what could eventually be an electrical generation application. Other high-temperature 
heat processes can be driven by placing salt-to-salt heat exchangers directly into the salt storage vessel. 
Lower temperature steam production can potentially occur to produce electricity or drive a steam-based 
chemical process or heat can also simply be rejected using the cooling tower when other capabilities are not 
being demonstrated. The PB-FHR reactor concept directly coupled to an open-air Brayton cycle is also 
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shown in Fig. 21, This is the reference baseline power conversion technology for the FHR DR which could 
produce an estimated 42 MWe in this configuration. 

 

  

 
Fig. 21. Intermediate piping passing out of the reactor building (above) and into an adjacent building  

housing the intermediate transport system and power dissipation equipment (below) (Forsberg et al. 2014a). 
 

5. SAFETY BASIS 

Active safety systems are used to accelerate licensing the FHR DR in the near-term because adequate data do 
not exist to prove performance of passive salt-based heat removal safety systems for licensing purposes. The 
FHR DR will in fact use active systems to allow operation that will generate the needed data and 
demonstrate passive safety systems for commercial deployment of passively safe FHRs. 

The active safety heat removal systems for the FHR DR are the two primary loops and two intermediate 
loops with electrical backup for the pumps and the active DRACS system, which also has electrical backup.  
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The passive system primarily considered for decay heat removal in the FHR-DR is DRACS. DRACS cool 
the primary coolant directly using an in-vessel heat exchanger. The FHR DR uses an active (forced flow) 
DRACS system to ensure safe removal of decay heat. However, the FHR DR also has the capacity to 
demonstrate a passive DRACS system in a nearly identical configuration, as shown in Fig. 22. The DRACS 
relies on flow restriction under normal operating conditions to limit upward bypass flow from the lower 
plenum to the upper plenum. When the DRACS is in use, the flow over the heat exchangers reverses, and 
warm coolant flows downward in the DRACS downcomer sections. Passive flow restrictors, seen below the 
DRACS heat exchangers (yellow) in Fig. 22, require development and testing. 

 
Fig. 22. FHR DR vessel showing DRACS heat exchangers (red). One heat exchanger will be used as an active safety 

system and the other is included to allow for passive heat removal demonstrations. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The FHR DR will significantly advance FHR technology towards the realization of a first-of-a-kind 
commercial facility. The design relies on lower risk near-term technologies to ensure deployment within an 
estimated 10 years. It is a thoroughly instrumented demonstration to validate performance and safety codes, 
as well as high-fidelity advanced simulation tools. Technology needs such as tritium management will be 
developed for and demonstrated in the FHR DR. Where possible, the facility will be designed to allow for 
multiple solutions to remaining FHR technical challenges. 
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The FHR DR fuel form was selected based on an assessment of the potential for deployment within 10 years. 
The fuel form is based on the well-understood prismatic graphite block with integral coolant channels and 
fuel compacts. However, the FHR DR is designed to advance other fuel concepts such as plank-based fuel as 
needed. This is accomplished via a fuel-testing zone in the center of the core, which enables testing of 
instrumented test assemblies or their equivalent. Pebble fuel can be qualified in the FHR DR, although the 
bed of pebbles would be fixed. Pebble handling is already under test in a non-nuclear facility at UCB. Fuel 
forms based on high density, high thermal conductivity ceramic materials (such as UN-U3Si5 or U3Si2) with 
advanced cladding (SiC-SiC or molybdenum-based systems) can be tested in the FHR DR. These advanced 
fuel forms, under development by DOE-NE Advanced Fuel Campaign, may offer advantages related to the 
fuel cycle, and preliminary analysis suggests they would be suitable in an FHR DR design. 

FHR DR design features are taken from several concepts, including the ORNL AHTR and SmAHTR 
concepts, the MIT FHR Test Reactor, and the UCB Mk1. The FHR DR technology is most representative of 
the 3400 MWt AHTR concept, and it will demonstrate key operational features of that design. The major 
functions necessary to operate an FHR that are demonstrated by the FHR DR include salt handling, fuel 
handling, pumping and heat exchange, tritium management and safety system response.  

The FHR DR point design is preliminary at this writing and work continues to refine both the reactor and the 
balance of the facility for a completed point design in January 2016.  
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APPENDIX A. DESIGN SCORING METHODOLOGY 

The design criteria and metrics established by DOE for individual goals associated with the demonstration 
reactor provide a means of scoring the proposed design. However, the task remains to evaluate an overall 
design against these multiple criteria simultaneously. The approach undertaken here includes (1) 
identifying key design features, (2) establishing potential options for these design features, (3) assessing 
the issues and risks associated with these options, (4) correlating these issues to technology readiness 
levels, and (5) weighting and aggregating the overall design against the metrics. The methodology is 
described below and has been implemented in a Microsoft Excel decision matrix spreadsheet. The 
spreadsheet includes several tools to evaluate and optimize design decisions, including Decision Suite’s, 
TopRank©, Evolver©, and PrecisionTree© Excel Add-ons.  

The DecisionMatrix spreadsheet will use the final DOE metrics and their respective weightings as input. 
The design options, issues, and TRLs  in this example case are included as representative sample values 
only. This preliminary report provides the initial estimates for metric scoring of the design based on early 
judgement. The next step in the process is to establish these inputs for the first systematic evaluation of 
the design from which further design decisions will follow. 

Metric Inputs 

The fundamental inputs are the design options for the systems and components (Fig. A.1), as well as open 
issues that remain for each potential option. Metric grades that can be aggregated into an overall score are 
established for these options. DOE has established weight functions for the metrics and criteria (Figs. 
A.1–A.3). Design options for each applicable system/component are evaluated against these criteria and 
metrics. 

 
Fig. A.1. Demonstration test reactor “DecisionMatrix” spreadsheet. 
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Fig. A.2. Demonstration test reactor criteria/metrics. 

 
Fig. A.3. Demonstration test reactor strategic objective goal weight functions. 
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Fig. A.4. demonstration test reactor criteria weight functions. 
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Design options and their associated issues are identified and tracked in the DecisionMatrix spreadsheet 
(Fig. A.4). The number and consequence of issues are correlated to the TRLs as established by DOE (Fig. 
A.5). Along with an issue ID, the owner, status, and schedule for resolution are tracked (Figure A.4.a).  
Issues are correlated with the affected systems and metrics and are graded for consequence to generate an 
overall score (Fig. A.4b). Finally, issues are assessed against overall design risk and are targeted for 
resolution options (Fig. A.4c). Design risk is associated with probability of the issue impacting the 
achievement of target TRL for the system. This is tracked as the consequence, which includes a drop 
down menu for 0–100%. These probabilities can correlate to the risk matrix in Fig. A.6. 

 
Fig. A.4a. Spreadsheet issue input (description/owner/schedule/notes). 

 

 

 

 
Fig. A.4b. Spreadsheet issue input (affected  

systems/metrics/consequence/score) 

 
Fig. A.4c. Spreadsheet issue input (risk/issue resolution) 
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Issues are summed and evaluated against the criteria for TRLs. These are then used to establish a baseline 
TRL at both the subsystem level and the overall integrated design level.  As the end state of the reactor is 
not necessarily TRL 9, it is important to identify the target TRL levels for the systems and integrated 
overall design. 

 
Figure A.5. DOE TRL levels. 
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Fig. A.6. FHR risk matrix. 

 
Once issues are identified and scored, they are used to adjust the initial baseline TRL level estimate (Fig. 
A.7), which is then used to update the overall metric scores for the systems and the overall integrated 
design. 

 
Fig. A.7. FHR scoring data input. 
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Data in the scoring data sheet are used to output an estimate of the current design, analyzed design, and 
target design against the metrics. Fig. A.8 provides an example of this. Each subsystem is identified in the 
left column and across the top row. Selection of potential options in the second row is used to populate a 
“current TRL” in the second column. The “target TRL” is the end state goal. Between these two states 
(green cells indicate current, and red cells indicate target), the blank white cells are populated with the 
number of issues to be resolved to get to each successively greater TRL level (numbers in red). Under 
each TRL level column (1–9 in the third row), the goal, criteria and metric scores associated with that 
presumed TRL level for the overall design are established.  This is used to determine the impact of the 
assumed overall TRL level on the system metric scores, which are then used as a guide for optimizing 
further development.   

 

 
Fig. A.8. FHR scoring data input. 

Data from these basic elements can be imported into various Excel add-ons for further optimization. Two 
of the add ons are Decision Suites TopRank© and PrecisionTree©, both of which are discussed below as a 
means to direct and optimize the design process. 

Decision Tree Analysis 

Decision trees are useful for analyzing the impact of options on an overall design strategy. The 
PrecisionTree© is an example of such a tool. A decision tree has been created that allows for design 
review against the goals/criteria/metrics/ weighting functions to determine an overall design score. The 
basic elements of a decision tree include branch points, logic gates, probability estimates, and weighting 
factors.  

The data that populates the DecisionMatrix spreadsheet is incorporated into an overall decision tree that 
assigns a SCORE value to design choices and propigates it through the decision tree to establish an 
overall integrated SCORE (Fig. A.9) and UNCERTAINTY values based on an assumed TRL level for the 
design choice. The ORNL concept is focused on Strategic Objective 3, and the overall weighting factors 
are applied throughout the decision tree at various levels (goals/criteria/metrics) as seen in Figs. A.2–A.4. 
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The decision tree includes consideration of the impact of various aspects of the design (i.e., fuel/core, salt, 
vessel, etc.) and design choices on the overall design grade score. The initial values and score are 
representative samples that will be refined and updated at various stages and phases of the design process. 
This process is important, as individual goal/criteria optimizations may be in conflict and require trade 
study. The use of this decision tree will provide guidance to help ensure overall design optimization 
within the given constraints to meet the overall strategic objective. 

 

 
Fig. A.9. Example DecisionMatrix spreadsheet decision tree. 

Sensitivity Analysis 

In parallel with data input, an analysis can be performed to determine the sensitivity of the design to 
system optimization. For example, the fuel/core system’s impact on the overall design metrics could be 
significantly greater than that associated with the secondary cooling loop. In this case, more time and 
effort should be spent resolving issues in this area to maximize the potential overall score. The tool used 
to perform this analysis is Decision Suites Top Rank. Although it is not yet adopted into the FHR DR 
DecisionMatrix spreadsheet framework, examples of a tornado plot and a spider plot that can be used to 
prioritize inputs (system TRLs) for their impact on the overall design score are shown in Figs. A.10 and 
A.11. The inputs will be the systems (i.e., fuel/core, primary salt, etc.) denoted on the y axis (here seen as 
unit sales price, etc.), and the impact on the outputs will be the overall design metric score. These types of 
outputs would be used to prioritize the areas of design focus needed to maximize the overall score. 
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Fig. A.10. Example Top Rank Tornado plot based on the Figures of Merit. 
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Fig. A.11. Example TopRank Spider graph based on the Figures of Merit. 
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